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Abstract  6 

An analytical rheological model capable of describing the loading speed dependent in-plane shear 7 

behaviour of a masonry multi-layer bed joint is presented in this paper. Such joints consist of a core 8 

soft layer protected by two thin extruded elastomer membranes, which in turn are placed in a bed 9 

mortar joint. The extruded elastomer membranes are employed to prevent and/or limit the 10 

deterioration of the core soft layer during the cyclic action observed in previous investigations. Joint 11 

behaviour is assumed to be linear elastic-perfectly viscoplastic and has been captured by a uniaxial 12 

model consisting of three elements: an elastic spring connected in series with the frictional slider and 13 

a dashpot (viscous damper). The rheological model is characterized by three material parameters that 14 

have been assessed from several series of monotonic and static-cyclic tests on small masonry 15 

specimens (triplets). In addition to these three parameters, the contraction of the thickness of multi-16 

layer bed joint due to pre-compression has been considered too. Although model parameters are 17 

determined for the multi-layer bed joint with a rubber granulate core soft layer, the parameter space 18 

can be extended to the other types of core soft layer once the appropriate test data becomes available.  19 

Keywords  20 

Analytical model, elastic-viscoplastic behaviour, extruded elastomer, loading-speed, multi-layer bed 21 

joint, rubber granulate, sliding, unreinforced masonry.  22 
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1. Introduction and previous investigation  23 

In Swiss construction practice, different types of deformable layers, i.e. soft layers, are placed at the 24 

bottom of unreinforced masonry (URM) walls. The materials used for soft layers are bitumen, cork, 25 

polyvinylchloride and different types of rubber (usually extruded elastomer and rubber granulate). 26 

The main purpose of such layers is to act as damp-proof course (DPC) and/or sound insulation. 27 

Furthermore, soft layers are used to adjust short- or long-term differential movements between the 28 

walls and the floors above and beneath them. Thus, these soft layers are not intended for seismic 29 

loading. However, these layers are capable of considerably modifying the seismic response of 30 

masonry walls and structures. The research project underlying this paper is exploring the possibilities 31 

to take advantage of such behaviour.  32 

Most of the previously conducted research concentrated on the assessment and study of the behaviour 33 

of different types of soft layers subjected to static, static-cyclic and dynamic loading. Usually, small 34 

specimens (triplets) have been tested under different pre-compression loads. Thereby, the shear 35 

response parameters and the overall performance of joints with soft layers were assessed. Shear tests 36 

on the URM elements [1–10] indicate that the presence of a soft layer in the horizontal mortar bed 37 

joint can considerably alter the mechanical characteristics of such a bed joint by forming a sliding 38 

plane that could have a beneficial influence on the seismic response of URM walls. Findings from the 39 

experiments on masonry wallettes with rubber granulate and elastomer soft layers confirmed this, see 40 

Mojsilović et al. [11], Vögeli et al. [12] and Petrović et al. [13]. During these tests, considerable 41 

damage of rubber granulate soft layers (caused by the cyclic motion) was observed. However, the 42 

elastomer layers exhibited significantly higher durability. In order to improve the durability, i.e. 43 

reduce the deterioration caused by cyclic loading and the overall behaviour of the joints with soft 44 

layers, a novel multi-layer bed joint has been recently introduced, see Mojsilović et al. [14]. This joint 45 

consists of a core soft layer shielded by two elastomer layers. This soft multi-layer is placed in the 46 

middle of the mortar bed joint, see Figure 1. The materials used for the core soft layer were rubber 47 

granulate, cork, cork-rubber granulate, bitumen and PVC-based membranes. The findings from 48 

several series of monotonic and static-cyclic displacement0controlled tests performed on masonry 49 
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triplets with a multi-layer bed joint (Mojsilović et al. [14]) showed that such joints (albeit, with 50 

adequate material properties) could change the typical brittle shear response of masonry into a quasi-51 

ductile one with a remarkably larger deformation capacity.  52 

 53 

Fig. 1. The multi-layer bed joint at the bottom of the masonry wall 54 

In order to further investigate the behaviour and influence of a multi-layer bed joint in masonry walls, 55 

a series of static-cyclic tests on full-scale URM walls has been conducted, see Petrović et al. [15]. It 56 

was shown that in masonry structures with multi-layer bed joints a considerable amount of energy can 57 

be dissipated, which leads to enhanced seismic performance of such structures. This conclusion is 58 

justified from the observed hysteretic behaviour. In addition, it was found that the overall behaviour 59 

of masonry with a multi-layer bed joint depends strongly on the loading speed. Most notably, the 60 

friction coefficient and thus the shear strength of such bed joints are affected by increasing loading 61 

speed. Trajkovski et al. [5] tested masonry triplets with bitumen- and polyester-based DPCs soft 62 

layers placed in bed joints and reported similar findings: they found that the loading speed influenced 63 

the shear response characteristics. Additionally, Vögeli et al. [12] reported that the friction coefficient 64 

is also dependent on the normal pressure (pre-compression) acting at the sliding interface. Totoev and 65 

Simundic [6] investigated the pseudo-viscosity of the joints containing DPC, i.e. dependence of the 66 

joint response on different strain rates. For this purpose, they performed monotonic tests on DPC 67 

membrane (bitumen-coated aluminium and embossed polythene) slip joints placed at the interface 68 

between concrete and masonry. Considering all this, it can be concluded that the loading speed and 69 
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pre-compression are the most important parameters for an accurate behaviour assessment of masonry 70 

multi-layer bed joints during sliding.  71 

A relatively small amount of research data is available on the analytical modelling of the behaviour of 72 

masonry with soft layers incorporated in bed joints subjected to static-cyclic shear. However, a 73 

considerable amount of data on modelling the behaviour of (mostly rubber-like) materials used in 74 

multi-layer bed joints can be found in the literature. The referenced research focused mostly on the 75 

non-masonry materials. Thereby, special attention was paid to the non-cohesive interfaces. The 76 

reviewed publications concentrated on the investigation of the sliding friction in general [16-19] and 77 

on the friction between the elastomer and rough surfaces, e.g. [20-21], in particular. The latter 78 

reinforced the findings concerning the loading speeds applied in the current investigation: the friction 79 

coefficient increases with increasing loading speed and with decreasing normal pressure applied to the 80 

sliding interface. As shown in [14], the friction coefficient increases following, approximately, an 81 

exponential law as the loading speed increases. After reaching a maximum value for a particular 82 

loading speed, the relationship exhibits a plateau and the friction coefficient remains more or less 83 

constant. The dependency of the friction coefficient on loading speed can be described using a 84 

bounded monotonically increasing function, which requires that both the minimum and the maximum 85 

values of the friction coefficient and one additional fitting parameter be defined, see Mojsilović [14]. 86 

The extremal values of the friction coefficient are obtained from tests. More general models on the 87 

behaviour of elastic-viscoplastic materials that are appropriate for the modelling of the materials 88 

under investigation can be found in the structural mechanics literature, e.g. Ibrahimbegović [22] and 89 

de Souza Neto et al. [23].  90 

An analytical rheological model of the loading speed-dependent in-plane shear behaviour of the 91 

masonry multi-layer bed joint will be presented in the second section of the paper. The third section 92 

presents the results from a series of monotonic in-plane shear and relaxation test performed on 93 

masonry triplets with a rubber granulate core soft layer. These results, together with those from the 94 

static-cyclic shear tests on masonry triplets with a rubber granulate core soft layer in multi-layer bed 95 

joints presented in [14], allow one to determine the model parameters. In the fourth section, the 96 
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analytical model is calibrated based on the experimental data obtained from our own tests, and its 97 

behaviour is discussed. Finally, the last section provides a set of conclusions and gives 98 

recommendations for the future research.  99 

2. Analytical model  100 

The shear load-deformation behaviour of a multi-layer bed joint will be as assumed linear elastic-101 

perfectly viscoplastic. Such behaviour can be captured by a uniaxial model consisting of three 102 

elements: an elastic spring connected in series with a frictional slider and a dashpot (viscous damper), 103 

see Figure 2. Thereby the elastic spring is characterized by the shear modulus of the multi-layer bed 104 

joint, Gml, the dashpot by the loading speed sensitive viscosity parameter with the dimension time, , 105 

and the frictional slider by the elastic shear stress limit, i.e. sliding resistance, y.  106 

 107 

Fig. 2. The rheological model of a multi-layer bed joint 108 

The mechanical behaviour of the model is determined by the following set of equations. A total shear 109 

strain, , consists of an elastic (recoverable) and a viscoplastic (permanent) component, el and vp, 110 

respectively:  111 

el vp    . (1) 112 

The elastic stress-strain relationship reads:  113 

el
mlG    (2) 114 

and the yield function is given by:  115 

 y yΦ     , . (3) 116 
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Finally, the viscoplastic flow rule reads:  117 

 signvp Φ   
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Note that  is an explicitly given function capable of modelling the dependence of the viscoplastic 119 

strain speed on the stress level. Looking at the positive shear stress and strain (for the sake of 120 

simplicity) and considering Eq. (1) one obtains for the strain rate  121 

el vp      . (5) 122 

Further by considering Eqs. (2) and (4) one obtains  123 

1
1

ml yG

 
 

 
     

 

  (6) 124 

and the relation between stress and strain rates, which is  125 

ml ml
ml

y

G G
G  

  
    


 . (7) 126 

Applying standard methods for solving first-order ordinary linear differential equations, Eq. (7) can be 127 

integrated. Note that, according to the model assumption on the elastic-perfectly viscoplastic 128 

behaviour of the multi-layer bed joint, the shear yield stress (elastic limit) y is considered as 129 

independent of the loading speed. Further, assuming the shear strain speed to be constant and starting 130 

from the solution of the differential Eq. (7)  131 
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and substituting t   / , one obtains  133 
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With known (force) boundary condition,  ( = y) = y, the integration constant C1 can be determined:  135 
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Finally, the (loading speed dependent) shear stress-shear strain relationship can be written in the 137 

following form  138 
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This relationship is shown in Fig. 3 for different values of loading speed, together with the limits 140 

0    (denoting an infinitely small loading speed or a non-viscous material) and     141 

(denoting an infinitely large loading speed or an infinitely viscous material).  142 

 143 

Fig. 3. Shear stress-shear strain relationship of the rheological model for different values of the 144 

loading speed  145 

Since the multi-layer bed joint represents a localized zone of intense shearing with constant thickness 146 

tml, the shear strain   and shear strain rate  can be related to the slip in the multi-layer bed joint d 147 

and the slip rate d , respectively, see Oberender and Puzrin [24]. Thus, in addition to the three 148 

previously defined parameters of the rheological model, the contraction of the thickness of multi-layer 149 

bed joint due to pre-compression, ∆tml, has to be considered too. Thus  150 

 ml mld t t     and  ml mld t t     . (12)  151 
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This allows one to formulate the shear stress-shear deformation (slip) relationship:  152 
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, . (13)  153 

As can be seen from Eq. (13), with known thickness of the multi-layer bed joint, one needs four 154 

parameters, i.e. y, Gml, , and ∆tml to define the shear stress dependence on the loading speed and the 155 

displacement (slip).  156 

Two of four previously-mentioned parameters that describe the deformation of the multi-layer bed 157 

joint when subjected to pre-compression and the shear load, i.e. shear modulus, Gml, and the 158 

contraction of the thickness of the multi-layer bed joint, tml, have been determined from 159 

displacement controlled in-plane monotonic shear tests on masonry triplets with a rubber granulate 160 

core soft layer in multi-layer bed joints. In order to assess the values of the third parameter, y, shear 161 

relaxation tests were conducted: after reaching the maximum shear force, the relative displacement 162 

(slip) in the bed joint has been kept constant in the following and the force relaxation has been 163 

recorded. In the Section 3 the results from these tests will be presented and discussed. Finally, in order 164 

to determine the remaining model parameter, , while taking into account the elastic (initial) shear 165 

stiffness degradation due to cyclic loading, data on the shear capacity from the series of static-cyclic 166 

shear tests on masonry triplets with multi-layer bed joints, [14], were used.  167 

3. Experimental investigation  168 

This section presents and discusses the findings obtained by performing a series of monotonic in-169 

plane shear and relaxation tests on masonry triplets with a rubber granulate core soft layer in a multi-170 

layer bed joint. The testing campaign and results have been presented and discussed in detail in 171 

Petrović [25]. Here, only the details needed for the current presentation will be given.  172 

3.1. Test programme and masonry materials 173 

Multi-layer bed joints were assembled using a 3 mm thick rubber granulate core layer placed between 174 

two 2.2 mm thick protective elastomer layers. Typical Swiss perforated clay blocks, with nominal 175 
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dimensions of 290x150x190 mm and a void area of 42% and standard cement mortar were used to 176 

construct the triplets, cf. Fig. 4. The thickness of the multi-layer bed joint without the mortar layers 177 

was 7.4 mm. The cement mortar used did not allow for mortar layers thinner than about 5 mm, thus 178 

resulting in total thickness of the joint of 17.4 mm. The average compressive strength of the 179 

perforated block, determined according to the European standard EN 772-1 [26] amounted to 31.5 180 

MPa with a standard deviation of 2.38 MPa. The average compressive strength of the cement mortar 181 

was determined according to the European standard EN 1015-11 [27]. Two sets of mortar specimens, 182 

which were stored in the climatic chamber and in the open air in the laboratory, were tested. The 183 

obtained strengths were 14.84 MPa with a standard deviation of 0.52 MPa, and 6.68 MPa with a 184 

standard deviation of 0.43 MPa, respectively.  185 

 186 

Fig. 4. Masonry materials: a) perforated clay block; b) extruded elastomer; c) rubber granulate 187 

Specimens were organized into three series according to the designated level of pre-compression, pc. 188 

In each series, 13 different loading speed levels were applied. The test programme is summarized in 189 

Table 1. 190 

 191 

Table 1. Test programme  192 

pc 

[MPa] 
Series 

 Loading speed [mm/min] 

0.25 0.5 1 3 5 7 10 13 15 20 30 40 50 

0.20 T1 T1_1 T1_2 T1_3 T1_4 T1_5 T1_6 T1-7 T1_8 T1_9 T1_10 T1_11 T1_12 T1_13 

0.40 T2 T2_1 T2_2 T2_3 T2_4 T2_5 T2_6 T2_7 T2_8 T2_9 T2_10 T2_11 T2_12 T2_13 

0.60 T3 T3_1 T3_2 T3_3 T3_4 T3_5 T3_6 T3_7 T3_8 T3_9 T3_10 T3_11 T3_12 T3_13 

 193 
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3.2. Test set-up, testing procedure and measurements 194 

The test set-up, which was based on the European Standard EN 1052-3 [28], is shown in Fig. 5. After 195 

the prescribed curing time, each specimen was placed in the universal testing machine between two 196 

load transmission elements and centred to diminish the influence of bending. A hydraulic jack 197 

together with the pendulum manometer was used to apply the pre-compression load and maintain it at 198 

the constant level during testing. Subsequently, the specimen was subjected to the monotonic shear 199 

load by applying a computer-controlled relative displacement (slip) between the middle and one of the 200 

outer blocks. The loading speed was kept at a constant level during each test. After reaching the slip 201 

value of 0.3 mm in each test, the computer-controlled slip was stopped and kept constant until the 202 

shear load was relaxed, i.e. until there was no more change in value of the measured shear load. Then, 203 

the specimen was reloaded until the maximum shear load was reached, when the computer-controlled 204 

slip was stopped again and kept constant until the shear load relaxed. Finally, the specimen was 205 

unloaded and prepared for the next test with the higher loading speed level. 206 

 207 

 208 

Fig. 5. Test set-up: a) South specimen’s side; b) North specimen’s side 209 

During the tests, the vertical shear load, the slip between the middle and the outer blocks, and the pre-210 

compression force were recorded. A pair of load cells were used to control the level of the applied 211 

pre-compression force, see Fig. 6a. Relative displacement (slip) between the middle and outer blocks 212 

were measured by means of two LVDTs on the North side of the specimen. One of the LVDTs was 213 

used for the purpose of test control. The LVDTs had a measuring span of 10 mm and rested on L-214 

shape aluminium plates, which in turn were glued to the blocks, see Fig. 6b.  215 
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 216 

 217 

Fig. 6. Measuring devices: a) loading cells; b) LVDTs; c) DIC system 218 

A 2D digital image correlation (DIC) measurement system was applied to gather the information on 219 

the displacement field on the surface of a multi-layer bed joint on the South side of the specimen, see 220 

Fig. 6c. Detailed description of the used DIC measurement system can be found in [29]. The computer 221 

used for data acquisition triggered the DIC camera every 5 seconds. Fig. 7 shows exemplarily the 222 

minor principal strain field and shear strain field of specimen T1_1, evaluated at maximum pre-223 

compression load and a slip value of 0.3 mm. 224 

 225 

Fig. 7. Specimen T1_1: a) minor principal strain field; b) shear strain field 226 

3.3 Test results and specimen behaviour 227 

Typical shear deformation, i.e. sliding in the multi-layer bed joints was observed in each test, see Fig. 228 

8. Sliding planes formed along the interface between a rubber granulate core soft layer and the 229 

protective elastomer layers. For all tests specimens the shear failure did not occur within the units 230 

themselves, and no damage to the clay blocks was observed.  231 
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 232 

Fig. 8. Multi-layer bed joint: a) before deformation; b) after deformation  233 

 234 

Values of the maximum measured shear force per bed joint, Hmax, are presented in Table 2. This table 235 

also reports the values of the shear force after a relaxation, Hrel, recorded after the maximum shear 236 

force was reached, following the test protocol.  237 

Table 2. Maximal and residual shear forces (values given in kN)  238 

Series 
  Loading speed [mm/min] 

 0.25 0.5 1 3 5 7 10 13 15 20 30 40 50 

T1 
Hmax 3.17 3.04 3.10 3.33 3.30 3.14 3.65 5.18 5.50 5.76 6.21 6.72 6.94 

Hrel 2.19 1.92 1.89 1.85 1.81 1.76 1.85 1.79 1.69 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.53 

T2 
Hmax 4.22 4.93 5.51 7.01 7.77 8.48 8.86 9.47 9.70 9.99 10.82 10.98 11.68 

Hrel 2.75 3.04 2.94 3.13 3.2 3.49 3.39 3.39 3.46 3.29 3.24 2.94 3.23 

T3 
Hmax 5.50 6.34 6.82 8.80 10.21 10.66 11.68 12.13 - 13.18 14.40 14.91 15.10 

Hrel 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.68 3.74 3.68 3.65 3.58 - 3.68 3.58 3.45 3.36 

 239 

Typical shear force-slip relationships obtained from the tests are shown in Fig. 9. The deformation 240 

value shown in the diagram is the computer-controlled relative displacement (slip) between the 241 

middle and outer block. All specimens exhibited a non-linear behaviour almost from the beginning. 242 

After reaching the maximum value of the shear force, which in turn depended on the loading speed as 243 

well on the pre-compression level, the large majority of specimens developed a plastic plateau.  244 
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 245 

Fig. 9. Measured shear force-slip relationships  246 

 247 

Observing the measured shear force-slip relationships given in Fig. 9 for each pre-compression 248 

separately, one notices that all specimens exhibited a rather similar (initial) response up to a certain 249 

level of shear force, i.e. of slip, which did not depend on the loading speed. Thereafter, load-250 

deformation curves differ from one another. Specimens developed larger shear resistance with 251 

increasing loading speed, cf. Table 2. A slight inconsistency can be noticed in measured values of 252 

maximum shear force for the first six specimens of series T1. This is caused by the sensitivity of the 253 

system used to keep the pre-compression load at the constant level, which was especially demanding 254 

during testing of the specimens of series T1 - due to the low pre-compression level of 0.20 MPa. 255 

Values of shear force after the relaxation, which indicate the force limit of the elastic behaviour, are 256 

reported in Table 2. Since the calculated values of coefficient of variation from the sample of shear 257 

force after the relaxation measured in test series T1, T2 and T3 are 9.5%, 7% and 3.5%, respectively, 258 

it can be concluded that the influence of the loading speed on the Hrel is small and can be neglected. 259 

When comparing the response characteristics from corresponding specimens of different test series, it 260 

can be seen that the values of maximum shear force, shear force after the relaxation and the initial 261 

stiffness increase with increasing pre-compression, cf. Table 2 and Fig. 9. Given the above, it may be 262 

concluded that the model assumption for the linear elastic-perfectly viscoplastic behaviour of the 263 

multi-layer bed joint is justified. 264 
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4. Model parameters and discussion  265 

In order to define the shear stress dependence on the loading speed and the displacement (slip) one 266 

needs four parameters, i.e. y, Gml, , and ∆tml, cf. Section 2. Firstly, using the results from monotonic 267 

tests presented in Section 3, Gml and ∆tml will be determined. Secondly, from the results of relaxation 268 

tests (also described in Section 3) y will follow. Finally, from static-cyclic tests described in [14] the 269 

parameter  will be determined.  270 

The test results presented in the previous section allow one to determine two parameters that describe 271 

the deformation of the multi-layer bed joint when subjected to the shear and the pre-compression load. 272 

Firstly, values of the contraction of the thickness of the multi-layer bed joint ∆tml were measured 273 

(using DIC) during application the pre-compression load. The values, which correspond to the applied 274 

levels of pre-compression, are given in Table 3. Secondly, using the values of relative displacement 275 

(slip) measured within the initial phase of the application of the shear load, i.e. before sliding, where 276 

one can assume that the soft layers of the multi-layer bed joint remain connected to each other and 277 

deform in pure shear, and that the shear deformation of the mortar layers is relatively small and 278 

therefore negligible, the values of the multi-layer bed joint shear modulus, Gml, can be determined 279 

using following equation:  280 

 ml ml
ml

b

H t t
G

A d

  



 (14) 281 

Eq. (14) is derived from Eq. (2) considering that  = H/Ab, where H is the instantaneous shear force 282 

and Ab is the gross cross-section area of the block used, the multi-layer bed joint represents a localized 283 

zone of intense shearing with constant thickness tml-tml and that the relationship between the shear 284 

strain and the slip in the multi-layer bed joint is ꞏ(tml-∆tml) = d, see Eq. (12). The values of the multi-285 

layer bed joint shear modulus calculated for a slip value of 0.1 mm are given in Table 3.  286 

As expected, the larger contractions of the multi-layer bed joint were measured for the larger pre-287 

compression level. However, the pre-compression did not influence the value of shear modulus of the 288 

multi-layer bed joint, which on average equalled 2.0 MPa. As already mentioned, the specimens in 289 

each series had rather identical (initial) response, i.e. initial stiffness, up to a certain level of shear 290 
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force. Since the initial stiffness is governed by the value of Gml, it may be concluded that the loading 291 

speed did not affect Gml.  292 

Table 3. Contraction and shear modulus of the multi-layer bed joint  293 

Series pc [MPa] tml [mm] Gml [MPa] 

T1 0.20 0.24 2.00 

T2 0.40 0.27 1.95 

T3 0.60 0.53 2.20 

 294 

In order to assess the third parameter y, the controlled bed joint slip was stopped after reaching the 295 

maximum shear force in each test and the relaxation of the shear load was recorded. The relaxation 296 

lasted until the (bed joint) shear force became constant, giving the value of Hrel, i.e. y=Hrel/Ab. The 297 

results show that the value of y depends on the level of pre-compression, but that it is independent of 298 

the shear loading speed, cf. Table 2 for values of the shear force after the relaxation. With known 299 

thickness of multi-layer bed joint (tml =7.4 mm excluding the mortar layers) and values of y, Gml and 300 

tml, the corresponding slip at the elastic limit, dy, can be calculated using Eq. (15), see Table 4.  301 

 y ml ml
y

ml

t t
d

G

   
  (15) 302 

Table 4. Elastic limit determination 303 

Test series Pre-compression [MPa] ay [MPa] Gml [MPa] dy [mm] 

T1 0.20 0.04 2.00 0.15 

T2 0.40 0.07 2.00 0.25 

T3 0.60 0.08 2.00 0.28 

aAverage from the sample of calculated values of y for different loading speeds 304 

The remaining (viscosity) parameter  could be obtained by calibrating the model so that it matches 305 

the shear resistances measured from the monotonic shear tests presented in Section 3. However, since 306 

the model should account for the elastic (initial) shear stiffness degradation caused by cyclic loading, 307 

the data on the shear capacity obtained from the series of static-cyclic shear tests on masonry triplets 308 
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with multi-layer bed joints, [14], will be used. Note that only the specimens with a rubber granulate 309 

core soft layer will be considered, i.e. the G series. Test data are available for three levels of pre-310 

compression (each level with two replicates), namely 0.2 MPa, 0.6 MPa and 1.0 MPa, with a loading 311 

speed range of 0.5-10 mm/min. Assuming that the values of dy, Gml and tml are the same as estimated 312 

for the monotonic test series, the corresponding values of y can be calculated for different levels of 313 

pre-compression by using Eq. (15), see Table 5 for results.  314 

Table 5. Elastic limit determined from static-cyclic tests [14]  315 

Test Pre-compression [MPa] dy [mm] Gml [MPa] y [MPa] 

G1_1 and G1_2 0.20 0.15 2.00 0.04 

G2_1 and G2_2 0.60 0.28 2.00 0.08 

G3_1 and G3_2 1.00 a0.35 2.00 0.18 

aValue obtained by extrapolating the measured data from Table 4  316 

 317 

 318 

Fig. 10. Relative degradation of the elastic stiffness vs. the number of performed loading cycles 319 

In order to account for the elastic (initial) stiffness degradation, a coefficient  is introduced. This 320 

coefficient depends on the number of loading cycles performed, n, and will be used as a multiplier of 321 

the shear modulus Gml. The data from the static-cyclic shear tests indicate that the evolution of the 322 

(relative) degradation of the elastic stiffness, measured at the beginning of each first pushing semi-323 

cycle applied, is independent of the level of pre-compression and that it can be described using a 324 

rational function, see Fig. 10. Thus, the elastic (initial) stiffness degradation dependent on the number 325 
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of loading cycles can be accounted for by multiplying the shear modulus by a coefficient, namely  = 326 

5.7/(n+5.7), cf. Fig. 10.  327 

Now applying the coefficient , one obtains analogue to Eq. (13), with  = H/Ab, the following 328 

relationship between the shear force H and slip d:  329 
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H d
y

ml ml
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H H e

t t




 
 


  
               


. (16) 330 

Finally, with defined (initial) values of y and dy and considering the degradation of the elastic 331 

stiffness, the model can be calibrated for the parameter , so that it reaches the same values of the 332 

maximum shear force measured for each first pushing semi-cycle applied during the static-cyclic tests 333 

on masonry triplets from [14]. Thereby the loading speed is considered as constant (and equal to the 334 

average value) during each cycle in spite of the sinusoidal loading pattern that implies a variable 335 

loading speed during the cycle, see [14]. Values of the model parameter  are calculated for each level 336 

of pre-compression and for each replicate, except for the replicate G3_1, whose resistance was far 337 

below that expected, and is thus excluded from the analysis. It should be also noted that values of y 338 

are kept constant, while the values of dy change as the elastic (initial) stiffness degrades with the 339 

increase of the number of loading cycles. The results obtained, as well the input values for model 340 

calibration, are presented in Table 6.  Fig. 11 shows the dependency of the parameter  on the loading 341 

speed together with the corresponding regression curves. 342 

 343 

 344 

Fig. 11. Dependency of the parameter  on the loading speed   345 
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Table 6. Input values for model calibration [14] and the obtained values for parameter  346 

Specimen Parameter Loading step 

G1_1 

Max shear force [kN] 2.51 3.21 4.14 4.45 4.58 4.34 4.30 

Max slip [mm] 1.98 2.98 4.89 9.63 14.42 19.21 28.58 

Loading speed [mm/min] 0.5 1 3 5 10 10 10 

 [min] 14.26 11.18 5.5 3.64 1.89 1.76 1.73 

G1_2 

Max shear force [kN] 2.19 3.89 5.00 5.28 4.97 4.94 - 

Max slip [mm] 0.87 2.66 4.49 9.20 18.64 26.83 - 

Loading speed [mm/min] 0.5 1 3 5 10 10 - 

 [min] 10.77 15.28 7.23 4.59 2.12 2.1 - 

G2_1 

Max shear force [kN] 5.83 7.14 9.32 10.48 12.11 11.98 10.69 

Max slip [mm] 1.52 2.26 4.14 8.87 13.44 18.11 30.00 

Loading speed [mm/min] 0.5 1 3 5 10 10 10 

 [min] 45.29 31.11 10.21 5.03 2.94 2.83 2.41 

G2_2 

Max shear force [kN] 5.74 6.98 9.02 10.18 11.82 11.59 - 

Max slip [mm] 1.89 2.91 4.76 9.48 14.25 19.06 - 

Loading speed [mm/min] 0.5 1 3 5 10 10 - 

 [min] 25.47 17.22 8.01 4.73 2.81 2.69 - 

G3_2 

Max shear force [kN] 5.79 10.07 13.76 15.63 17.51 16.63 - 

Max slip [mm] 0.89 2.81 4.69 9.48 19.01 28.19 - 

Loading speed [mm/min] 0.5 1 3 5 10 10 - 

 [min] 71.22 23.88 12.24 5.79 3.02 2.78 - 
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5. Conclusions and outlook  347 

The structural behaviour of the multi-layer bed joint subjected to cyclic shear was described using a 348 

mechanical model consisting of an elastic spring mounted in series with a dashpot and a frictional 349 

slider. The mechanical model is characterized by three material parameters, which could be assessed 350 

from various series of monotonic and static-cyclic tests on small specimens (triplets). The model is 351 

capable of capturing of the loading-speed dependent in-plane shear load-slip behaviour, which is thus 352 

assumed to be linear elastic-perfectly viscoplastic. Although the model parameters are determined for 353 

the multi-layer bed joint with a rubber granulate core soft layer, the parameter space can be extended 354 

to other types of core soft layer once the appropriate test data becomes available.  355 

The next step in this research is modelling of full-scale unreinforced masonry walls with a multi-layer 356 

bed joint. The current joint model is being extended in order to be able to describe the in-plane 357 

horizontal force-displacement behaviour of URM walls with the multi-layer bed joint at the bottom of 358 

the wall. The results from our own tests on URM walls with a multi-layer bottom bed joint [15] will 359 

be used for the model validation.  360 
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